How to Use Scotch® Mounting Tape for Cardmaking

This is a perfect card to give for a baby shower or with a new baby gift. Cute safari buttons are attached to the card with
Scotch® Mounting Tape giving the illusion of the animals standing between the hills. Yarn is used to create the African
sun and terrain of the savannah. Baby animal scrapbooking paper is attached to the inside of the envelope to complete
the theme.
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Difficulty – Medium
Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plain white gift card (plain gift cards can be found at your local craft store)
Baby safari animal scrapbooking paper
3 safari animal buttons (button hole loop clipped off)
Yellow cotton embroidery floss or thin yarn
Beige cotton embroidery floss or thin yarn
Scotch® Foam Mounting Tape (for attaching buttons)
Scotch® 6-inch Precision Scissors (for cutting paper and yarn)
Scotch® Removable Double-Sided Tape (for attaching scrapbooking paper)
Scotch® Quick Drying Tacky Glue (for gluing yarn)

Instructions

1. Using Scotch® Quick Drying Tacky Glue, apply a thin quarter sized circle of glue about an inch from the top

center of the card. Create a sun by attaching the end of the yarn to the center of the glue circle and winding yarn
around itself to form a circle.

2. Using Scotch® 6-inch Precision Scissors cut eight 1/4 inch long pieces of the yellow yarn. Apply small lines of
glue, evenly spaced, around the sun and attach the small pieces of yarn to create the rays.

3. Cut two pieces of the beige yarn slightly longer than the width of the card. Using Scotch® Quick Drying Tacky

Glue, draw a line of glue about 1/2 inch from the bottom of the card and attach a piece of yarn. Draw another line
of glue about 1/2 inch above the bottom line and attach the second piece of yarn to create the hills. Trim the
excess.
Note: Don’t try and get the lines perfect. The imperfections will give dimension to the card and add to the
terrain.
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4. Cut three pieces of the Scotch® Foam Mounting Tape and apply them to the back of the animal buttons.
5. Attach the animal buttons to the card between the two yarn hills and centered between the sides of the card.

6. Using Scotch® Precision Scissors cut a piece of the baby safari paper 1/2 inch smaller than the width of the

envelope and 1/2 inch smaller than the length of the envelope from where the glue strip ends. Depending on the
envelope, you may have to cut slight angles to accommodate the shape of the flap.
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7. Using Scotch® Removable Double-Sided Tape, apply strips of tape to the wrong side of the top and sides of
the scrapbooking paper.

8. Slide the scrapbooking paper into the envelope so it is even with both sides. Reposition the paper if necessary to
create a uniform look

Note: It is much easier to slide the scrapbooking paper into the envelope if you do not apply tape to the
bottom of the paper. The removable double-sided tape allows for easy repositioning without damaging
the paper.
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